
  RATES
RENTAL CODE TYPE OF MACHINE CURRENT STATUS AVAILABLE Y/N RETURN DATE CHECKED? DAILY WEEKEND WEEKLY DEPOSIT

RENT001 ICE WET/DRY VAC [1] RENTED N 7.27.2021 $35 $50 $125 $35
RENT002 MYTEE HOSE/WAND EXT [2] READY Y 7-23-21 $35 $50 $125 $35
RENT003 MYTEE HOSE/WAND EXT [3] READY Y 8.9.2021 $35 $50 $125 $35
RENT004 HIGH SPEED FLOOR MACHINE [4] READY Y 8.11.2021 $45 $80 $225 $45
RENT005 HIGH SPEED FLOOR MACHINE [5] READY Y 8.11.2021 $45 $80 $225 $45
RENT006 PRESSURE WASHER [6] READY Y 7.22.21 $40 $75 $200 $45
RENT007 SELF CONTAINED CARPET EXTRACTOR [7] RENTED N 8.11.2021 $45 $80 $225 $45
RENT008 LOW SPEED FLOOR MACHINE [8] READY N 8.11.2021 $35 $50 $125 $35
RENT009 WALK BEHIND ORBITAL SCRUB [9] READY Y 8.11.2021 $125 $275 $550 $125
RENT010 28" WALK BEHIND SCRUBBER [10] READY Y 8.9.2021 $150 $325 $750 $150
RENT011 20" WALK BEHIND SCRUBBER [11] READY Y 8.11.2021 $100 $250 $500 $100
RENT012 32" WALK BEHIND SELF PROPEL [12] RENTED N 08/13/2021 PENDING $150 $325 $550 $150
RENT013 SQUARE SCRUB [13] PARTS ORDERED N PENDING $85 $135 $375 $85
RENT014 BETCO LOW SPEED [14] RENTED N 7.22.21 $35 $50 $125 $35
RENT015 PRESSURE WASHER [15] RENTED  7.23.21 $40 $75 $200 $40
RENT016 UPHOLSTERY TOOL [16] READY N PENDING $5 $15 $25 $5
RENT017 PRESSURE WASHER [17] READY Y 7.23.21 $40 $75 $200 $40
RENT018 CHAMP WET/DRY VAC [18] READY N 8-11-21 7-26-21 $35 $50 $125 $35
RENT019 CHAMP WET/DRY VAC [19] READY N 7-26-21 $35 $50 $125 $35
RENT020 AIR MOVER [20]  READY Y 7-26-21 $20 $45 $100 $20
RENT021 AIR MOVER [21] READY Y 7-26-21 $20 $45 $100 $20
RENT022 MISTING BACKPACK SPRAYER [22] READY Y 7-26-21 $20 $45 $100 $20
RENT023 WALK BEHIND SURFACE WASHER [23] READY Y 7.27.21 $100 $250 $500 $100
RENT024 MYTEE ECOPRO 17 [24] RENTED N 8.16.2021 8.13.2021 $125 $275 $550 $125
RENT044 ORECK ORBITOR RENTED N $35 $50 $125 $35



[1] Used to clean floors after stripping to remove all residual stripper and wax particles. 

[2] Used to clean carpet. Rental includes machine with hose and wand attachment for floors. Upholstery 
attachment is available with charge of $5.00 per day. DOES NOT have heating option. 

[3] Used to clean carpet. Rental includes machine with hose and wand attachment for floors. Upholstery 
attachment is available with charge of $5.00 per day. DOES NOT have heating option. 

[4] Used for polishing and buffing floors. CANNOT be used for stripping or scrubbing floors. 

[5] Used to polish and buff floors. CANNOT be used to Strip or Scrub Floors. 

[6] Used for heavy duty cleaning of concrete, wood fences, decks, cars, brick and siding, etc. Can also be 
fitted for large disinfection misting jobs. 

[7] All in one self-contained carpet extractor. 

[8] Used for stripping and scrubbing floors. CANNOT be used for polishing or buffing floors. 

[9] Self-Propelled walk behind scrubber with square pad. Used to scrub and clean concrete and tile floors. 3 
day minimum for delivery or trip charge. 

[10] 28" walk behind self-propelled floor scrubber. Used to clean concrete and tile floors. 3 day minimum for 
delivery or trip.

[11] 20" pad assist walk behind scrubber. NOT Self-propelled. Used to clean and scrub concrete and tile 
floors. 3 day minimum for delivery, or trip charge.

[12] 32" walk behind self-propelled scrubber. Used to clean and scrub concrete and tile floors. 3 Day 
minimum for delivery or trip charge.

[13] Square machine used to strip and scrub floors. Is able to get into corners and against walls better than 
a traditional low speed floor machine. 

[14] Used to strip and scrub concrete and tile floors. CANNOT be used to polish or buff floors. 

[15] Used to clean concrete, buildings, and other jobs that require high water pressure for cleaning. 

[16] Can be rented with hose and wand extractor for use on furniture and in tight spaces that the provided 
wand will not fit. 

[17] Used to clean concrete, buildings, and other jobs that require high water pressure for cleaning. 

[18] type here

2-motor wet dry vac. Rented primarily as a wet vac, but can be rented with the accessories needed for use 
as a dry vac. ALL accessories must be signed for before customer leaves building. SHOULD BE SOLD 
WITH DEFOAMER TO STOP DAMAGE TO MOTOR WHEN PICKING UP STRIPPER!!!!!!!

[19] type here

2-motor wet dry vac. Rented primarily as a wet vac, but can be rented with the accessories needed for use 
as a dry vac. ALL accessories must be signed for before customer leaves building. SHOULD BE SOLD 
WITH DEFOAMER TO STOP DAMAGE TO MOTOR WHEN PICKING UP STRIPPER!!!!!!!

[20] Floor fan used to fry carpet or flooring after a large spill or cleaning. 



[21] Floor fan used to fry carpet or flooring after a large spill or cleaning. 

[22] Smithfield king backpack sprayer. Rented for disinfection misting. Comes with red misting tip for rental. 
Does not include chemical for disinfecting. 

[23] 20" GAS POWERED SURFACE WASHER WITH SPRAY WAND.  2500PSI.

[24] THIS MACHINE CAN BE USED FOR CARPET BONNETING, CARPET ENCAPSULATION, HARD 
FLOOR SCRUBBING, AND TILE AND GROUT CLEANING.


